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Transfrontier Conservation Areas
in Southern Africa
1. Improved biodiversity
management through
enhancement of scale
2. Community
development
3. Peace Parks: fostering
regional collaboration
and peace
Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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How can we explain the tremendous increase in the number of transboundary protected
areas in the last few decades? And why has this phenomenon generated such tremendous
enthusiasm in the conservation community? The answer is that the transboundary element
can act as a multiplier, greatly amplifying the benefits protected areas already provide.
Transboundary conservation area initiatives allow conservationists to operate at a larger
scale, moving across political boundaries to protect a transboundary ecosystem in its
entirety, rather than stopping at political borders that rarely correspond to natural systems.
By the same token, a tbca [Transboundary Conservation Area] can create unique social
opportunities; for example, by reuniting communities divided by borders or allowing
mobile peoples to move across their traditional territories more easily. tbcas also add an
enticing political dimension to conservation, which is the capacity to reduce tensions or
even to help resolve conflicts between countries, in particular those stemming from
boundary disputes. This peace-making dimension enlarges the range of benefits parks
provide in a significant way. It also provides powerful evidence for one of the central
tenets of conservation—that protected areas are not only necessary to secure the planet’s
ecological integrity but, more broadly, that they are an essential component of any
healthy, peaceful, and productive society.
Mittermeier, Kormos, Mittermeier, Sandwith et al. 2005
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Peace Parks
Foundation
 Logo: ‘the global solution’
 Nelson Mandela as patron
 The ‘exemplary life’ of its founder Anton Rupert:
– Resistance against apartheid, business acumen,
philanthropy, patron of nature, etc. etc.
– Former PPF CEO: “Rupert is the catalyst, by example. His
whole life has been taking an idea and putting it into a real
venture, and he’s applying those things to his conservation
activities. I am his arm, his weapon”.
Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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Peace parks as an allembracing ‘model of
meaning’ that
combines multiple
‘wins’ into an
antipolitical model
that can be agreed
upon by all
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The less jubilant side of ‘peace parks’
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Reified representations and contradictory
realities: Central concerns + argument
- Transfrontier conservation areas are not simply promoted.
They are presented as the new ‘telos’ of conservation;
conservation the way it should be
- Against the background of a contentious and contradictionridden history of conservation models, why do peace park
proponents amplify their discourse to these grand, jubilant
proportions?
- The successful promotion of transfrontier conservation as a
“win-win” solution happens not only in spite of troubling
contradictions and problems, but indeed because of them
Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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The context: ‘neoliberal
conservation’
 ‘ Neoliberal conservation ’ has moved beyond
opening up the natural realm to the logic of capital,
and thus beyond the traditional Marxist political
ecology emphasis that nature must be seen as a set
of “ radically different environments that have
been created under several centuries of
capitalism” (Harvey, 1998: 332);
 It is the idea that nature can only be ‘saved’
through its submission to capital and its
subsequent revaluation in capitalist terms
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Political Conduct and Devolved
Governance
Important in the argument: distinction between
neoliberalism as modes of political conduct and
devolved governance
Politics: the mediation and contestation of different
interests and power struggles (constituted by language
and communication)
Devolved governance: promoted self-regulation
through competition and commodification
Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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Focus is on the politics of
neoliberal conservation
 Dialectics between devolved governance
and modes of politics
 On two levels: Southern African ‘peace
parks discourse’ and a case-study of the
Maloti-Drakensberg Transfrontier
Conservation Area
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Illustration: TFCAs in
Southern
Africa
and the
The
MalotiMDTP

Drakensberg
TFCA
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Three ‘modes of politics’
Conservation and development science,
policy and management are increasingly
subjected to three neoliberal modes of
politics: those of consensus, anti-politics
and marketing. These enable the further
entrenchment of neoliberal devolved
governance mechanisms around
competition and commodification

Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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Consensus
The hybridising of stakeholder, interest and
thematic all-inclusiveness and economic client
orientation for purposes of political legitimation

Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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Emphasis in 20-year plan on “all action, whether countryspecific or joint, collectively contributing to the achievement
of the project purpose (impact) and vision / overall goal”
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Payments for Environmental
Services
“payments for environmental services provides an incentive for
directing landowners towards environment management actions
that address priority environmental services, such as water security.
As a payment system directly links buyers and producers of
environmental services, it builds relationships between people who
are economically linked and allows market based transactions to
take place, reducing the need for further state regulation.
Furthermore it focuses on measurable deliverables and
consequently sharpens the performance of conservation actors
(public, private or communal)” (Diederichs and Mander, 2004: 5).
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Antipolitics

The political act of doing away with politics:
constructing a reality such that it seems not to be
debatable but ‘taken for granted’ or ‘the
logical/rational choice’

Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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The two MDTP Project
Coordination Units
Operationalisation of the SAME (peace parks)
discourse into two strategies:
 SA PCU: instrumental antipolitics: Bioregional
Conservation Planning
 Lesotho PCU: moral antipolitics: Community
Based Natural Resource Management
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Marketing

Political strategy to deal with contradictions
coming from consensus and antipolitics:
manipulation of the tension between ‘reality’ and
the ‘construction of reality’ in order to gain
competitive advantage in the conservation /
development marketplace
Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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Deputy Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, Ms
Rejoice Mabudafhasi, at the launch of the strategic branding
of Transfrontier Conservation Areas (TFCAs) at Tourism
Indaba, Johannesburg, 10 May 2008:

“The merit of a single brand for TFCAs cannot be
overemphasized enough, primarily because TFCAs are the key
tourist attractions and value offerings that link our respective
countries. Indeed, they are Southern Africa’s unique draw
card. In this regard, the nine Southern African countries
unanimously support the Boundless Southern Africa brand as
a means of showcasing the Trans-frontier Conservation Areas
which straddles the South African Development Community
(SADC) region”.

Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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Boundless Southern Africa promotional
brochure:
The aim “is to make Boundless Southern Africa
an independent and sustainable marketing brand
that initiates, promotes and ensures a consistent
contribution to conservation, community
development and sustainability. As a recognised
transfrontier marketing brand, it will be trusted
by consumers. The Boundless brand will honour,
protect and promote the rural environmental and
cultural heritage”
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Ms. Rejoice Mabudafhasi, at the launch of the
strategic branding of TFCAs:
“The FIFA 2010 Soccer World Cup brings along a
range of business, investment and tourism
opportunities for our region and the African
continent at large. We have a chance here to shape
the image of Southern Africa in a way that we may
not have again. It is therefore critical for the region
and the continent at large, to formulate and
implement strategies that will enable the realisation
of these opportunities”.
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In conclusion
 Peace parks are reframing environmental protection and
sustainable development to fit an increasingly
contradictory world order.
 Yet… neoliberalisation of conservation/development
fuels and stimulates already inherent contradictions in
conservation/development interventions even further
 Main contradiction is that neoliberal modes of politics
fashion a growing distance between ‘reality’ and the
‘construction of reality’
Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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Progressive possibilities?
 Basis must be solid research that cuts through and
takes into account constructionist arguments and
continues to highlight unequal, ‘critical realities’
 Further emphasis on political ecology
 Reinterpret consensus, antipolitics and marketing
in opposition to neoliberal ends
 Broaden the ‘postmodern frontier’ beyond the
university – juxtaposing neoliberal ways of seeing
the world with other ways of seeing the world
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Thank you

buscher@iss.nl
Bram Büscher
Institute of Social Studies
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